Introduction {#S1}
============

The preservation of acquired as well as the acquisition of new motor skills are essential across the entire lifespan. In particular, when aging-associated impairments of motor function occur or when aging-associated diseases, e.g., a stroke, impact upon the motor system, training of previously learnt motor skills or the acquisition of new motor skills become necessary. Given the sociodemographic changes and the resulting increasing incidence of stroke ([@B51]), a deeper understanding of the processes affecting procedural learning and the effects of aging thereon is of paramount importance. Moreover, the ongoing debate about the effectiveness of different concepts of physical rehabilitation ([@B39]) and the limited evidence for the effectiveness of emerging new interventions ([@B5]) call for further improvements in procedural learning in rehabilitation.

One way to enhance procedural learning and consolidation, the process leading to the retention of the learnt motor knowledge ([@B47]; [@B46]), is the application of reward. During the last decade, the influence of reward on procedural and motor learning as well as on consolidation has been studied intensively ([@B34]; [@B54]; [@B35]; [@B1]; [@B37]; [@B32]). Many of these studies used monetary reward ([@B53]; [@B1]; [@B37]). In the clinical setting, however, an important aspect distinguishing conventional physical rehabilitation from, for instance, robot-assisted therapies is the rewarding nature of social interactions with the therapists. Yet, the literature about the effect of social reward on procedural learning remains scarce. To our knowledge, there is only one study with young, healthy subjects showing an enhancement of motor memory consolidation by social reward ([@B52]). For the effects of monetary reward on procedural learning and consolidation more evidence can be found -- albeit with diverging results. Monetary reward improved procedural learning ([@B53]) and consolidation ([@B1]) in young subjects. However, another study showed a beneficial effect of monetary reward on procedural learning, but not on consolidation in a sample of young participants ([@B50]).

Unfortunately, most studies investigated young participants only. A recent study has shown that the application of monetary reward can support procedural learning and retention in patients with stroke ([@B41]). Concerning the differential effects of social and monetary rewards in aging, a recent fMRI study adopting an incentive delay task offering different rewards demonstrated an interaction of reward type and age on the neural activity of the Nucleus accumbens (NAcc). In the older subjects, social reward cues led to enhanced NAcc activation, while monetary reward cues increased NAcc activation in young subjects ([@B42]). Besides these data about the effects of reward on behavioural tasks, the socioemotional selectivity theory represents a theoretical background for differential susceptibility to rewards depending on age and its effect on motivation ([@B4]), stating that during aging priorities shift to receiving readily available rewards.

Taken together, these previous findings suggest age-dependent effects of social and monetary reward on procedural learning and consolidation. Accordingly, we compared these two kinds of rewards in younger and older subjects. Putative differential, age-related effects of social and monetary rewards on procedural learning and consolidation might eventually be used to counteract aging- or disease-associated impairments of motor function.

To investigate the specific effects of reward on procedural learning and consolidation in aging, we used a modified version of the serial reaction time (SRT) task ([@B33]). According to previous studies ([@B45]; [@B10]), we operationalized procedural learning by comparing the reaction times for blocks with a repeating sequence to those with random trials. Thus, this operationalized procedural parameter represents sequence-specific learning in the SRT task. The SRT task was combined with the performance-dependent application of monetary and social rewards as well as neutral feedback in younger and older participants and was performed on two consecutive days (day 1: assessment of procedural learning, day 2: assessment of consolidation). According to previous studies, we hypothesised a beneficial effect of these rewards on sequence-specific learning on day 1 (representing procedural learning) and on the retrieval of sequence-specific knowledge on day 2 (representing consolidation). Besides the effects of monetary and social reward on procedural learning and consolidation, we examined the individual reward-related motor performance.

Anatomical studies suggest an association between regional brain volumes and the performance in motor tasks ([@B23]; [@B43]) as well as the sensitivity to reward ([@B38]). This association is supported by a decrease of grey matter volume (GMV) in people with cocaine abuse, who have impaired reward processing ([@B38]). Also, [@B25] described a structural disposition of the reward system to social interaction. Therefore, we hypothesised an association between the GMV in key areas of the reward system and (i) motor performance related to social and monetary rewards, and (ii) procedural learning under social and monetary reward.

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Participants {#S2.SS1}
------------

Seventy-two healthy participants took part in the study. The study population consisted of two groups: one with young (*n* = 36, 18 men; age (mean ± SD): 24.8 ± 4.5 years, range: 18--35 years) and one with older participants (*n* = 36). Exclusion criteria were any history of a neurological or psychiatric disorder or the use of psychopharmacologically active medication. In the group of older subjects, one subject had to be excluded from further analysis due to technical issues, another one due to an error rate \>3 standard deviations from the mean of the older group. Thus, data from 34 older subjects entered the subsequent analyses (21 men; 65.1 ± 6.5 years, range: 54--81 years). Structural MRI scans were acquired for a subset of 28 young and 32 older participants. Using Oldfield's laterality quotient ([@B36]), we identified participants as left-handed (\<−50), right-handed (\>50), or ambidextrous (−50 to 50) as proposed by [@B11]. According to this classification, 4 (5.7%) subjects were left-handed. This distribution is in line with the distribution of left-handedness in samples of this age ([@B13]). All subjects performed the task with their dominant hand.

The group of older participants underwent a dementia screening (Mini-mental state examination, MMSE) and all (young and older) participants filled out the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) to rule out clinically relevant symptoms of depression as well as the German version of the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11) ([@B40]). Each participant also performed the Corsi block-tapping test to assess her/his visuo-spatial short-term working memory ([@B7]).

All subjects gave written informed consent before their participation. The ethics committee of the Faculty of Medicine, University of Cologne, had approved the study.

Behavioural Task {#S2.SS2}
----------------

We used a modified version of the Serial Reaction Time (SRT) Task ([@B33]). Subjects saw stimuli presented at one of three horizontally arranged target positions presented on the 14′′ TFT screen of a standard notebook (viewing distance: 70 cm) running Presentation^®^ (Version 14.9, Neurobehavioral Systems). Subjects were instructed to press the spatially congruent button on a custom-made three-button-keyboard as fast as possible. When the response in the trial was correct and the reaction time (RT) was lower than the individual median RT (as established in a practice session with 45 trials taking place on day 1 before the start of the experiment), a feedback was shown for 250 ms followed by an inter-stimulus interval of 250 ms. The median RT of the practice session was used to reduce the impact of potential outliers (especially extremely long RTs) on the criterion that triggered the application of reward/feedback in the experimental blocks.

We used three types of feedback: a monetary reward, a social reward, and a neutral reward/feedback (for control). In the monetary reward condition, a 50 € banknote was displayed at the centre of the screen. Participants were informed that every time they saw the 50 € note, their pay would increase by 0.05 €. In the social reward condition, a photo of one investigator (CEJD, LM) giving positive feedback was shown ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The use of the investigators' photographs was counterbalanced across female/male participants. For the neutral reward, a rhombus was displayed at the centre of the screen ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Timeline of the adapted version of the Serial Reaction Time Task (SRT) (day 1). Individual reaction time (RT) had been established in a practice session consisting of 45 random trials before the actual experiment. Three types of feedback were applied in a within-subject design: neutral feedback (for control), social reward, and monetary reward. The feedback was displayed for 250 ms if the participant pressed the correct button on a custom-made three-button keyboard faster than her/his individual RT. An interstimulus interval of 250 ms followed this. In the monetary reward condition, a 50 € banknote was displayed at the centre of the screen. In the social reward condition, a photo of one investigator (CEJD, LM) giving positive feedback was shown. For neutral feedback, a rhombus was displayed at the centre of the screen.](fnagi-11-00188-g001){#F1}

Stimuli were presented either in a repetitive sequential manner (S) or a pseudo-random (R) succession, but subjects were not informed about the presence of a sequential pattern. Three different 9-element sequences were used; one for each reward/feedback condition (counterbalanced across subjects). Each reward/feedback condition consisted of seven blocks: R1-S2-S3-S4-s5-r6-s7. During the first four blocks (R1--S4) reward/feedback was presented to promote reward-based procedural learning. The last three blocks (small letters assigned: s5, r6, and s7) were used to assess the sequence-specific learning effect. To avoid a confound of reward/feedback on the retrieval of the learnt sequences, we chose not to apply reward/feedback during these three blocks. We added block s7 to rule out that fatigue effects provoked a potential increase in RT between the blocks used for calculation of the sequence-specific learning effect (s5, r6). Within the five sequence blocks (S2, S3, S4, s5, s7), each 9-element sequence was repeated five times per block, which resulted in twenty-five repetitions of each sequence in total. Breaks separated the blocks. The subjects could freely choose the length of the break by pressing the enter key to continue with the next block. The order of reward/feedback conditions was counterbalanced across subjects. This means that the three reward/feedback conditions were performed in separate sessions, each consisting of seven blocks (i.e., the five sequence blocks and the two random blocks). Every possible combination of reward/feedback conditions (six combinations: monetary-neutral-social, monetary-social-neutral, neutral-monetary-social, neutral-social-monetary, social-monetary-neutral, social-neutral-monetary) and sequences (also six combinations: 123, 132, 213, 231, 312, 321) was equally distributed across subjects. Each given combination was performed by six subjects, except the combinations where participants had to be excluded as mentioned above.

On day 2, subjects performed a shortened version of the same task (r1-s2-r3-s4-r5-s6-r7, again counterbalanced between subjects) and without any feedback, using the same three sequences as on day 1 (i.e., the sequences learnt in the three reward/feedback conditions on day 1) in the same order as on day 1 to investigate consolidation. In contrast to day 1 where multiple "sequence blocks" were repeated, we chose this alternating structure of blocks to avoid further sequence-specific learning on day 2 but rather concentrated on assessing consolidation. We used multiple "random blocks" to rule out RT effects caused by fatigue or general practice.

We used three different 9-element sequences: 2-1-3-3-2-2-3-1-1, 3-2-3-3-1-2-2-1-1, and 3-3-1-3-2-2-1-1-2 ("1" represents the left location of the stimulus on the screen, "2" the middle location, and "3" the right location). All sequences -- including the ones used in the r/R blocks -- were constructed according to the following rules as applied in previous studies ([@B10]) to avoid possible confounds by differences in the structure of the sequences:

1.  No more than two repeats of one stimulus location (e.g., ...1-1-1... not allowed).

2.  No more than two unidirectional stimulus locations in a row (e.g., 1-2-3... not allowed).

3.  No repeated doublets (e.g., 1-2-1-2... not allowed).

4.  No three repetitions in a row (e.g., 2-2-1-1-3-3... not allowed).

5.  Each stimulus location had to appear three times in every sequence.

6.  Each stimulus location occurred three times, each time followed by a different stimulus location.

In other words, the frequency of all possible stimulus locations and the transition probabilities between consecutive stimulus locations were equally distributed across sequences.

After completion of the task, explicit motor sequence knowledge was assessed on day 2 using a standardised structured interview and a free recall test. First, we asked the participants whether they had recognised something about the experiment that we had not told them. Secondly, if the participants did not report any irregularities, we asked the participants whether they had recognised something about the succession of the stimuli. If participants stated that they had not recognised anything about the succession of the stimuli, we asked the participants whether they thought that the succession had been random or not. Participants who still described the succession as being random were told about the underlying structure of the experiment. All participants were then asked to reproduce at least one of the sequences used (by ticking off the positions of the stimuli on a sheet of paper) and to assign the associated reward condition. Participants were allowed to reproduce as many of the three sequences as they wished. We operationalized explicit motor sequence knowledge as the highest count of correct items in a row.

Statistical Analysis {#S2.SS3}
--------------------

SPSS^®^ 21 (IBM) and RStudio 0.98 were used to analyse the behavioural data. The first trial of each block was rejected. Furthermore, error trials and the respective following trial were removed, and the median RT per block was calculated for every subject. Again, the median RT per block was used to reduce the impact of potential outliers (especially extremely long RT). These were then used to calculate the mean RT across subjects for every block. Similar to previous studies investigating procedural learning ([@B10]; [@B29]), we examined the general learning and sequence-specific learning effects. General learning (GL) indicates the effect of habituation to the task. Sequence-specific learning (SSL), however, represents reaction time gains due to specific knowledge about the sequences learnt by the participants. On day 1, the GL effect was calculated by subtracting the median RT of block S4 from the median RT of block S2. The SSL effect (indicating procedural learning) was represented by the difference of the median RT of block r6 (pseudo-random succession) and the mean of the median RTs of its preceding (s5) and succeeding (s7) sequence blocks. We used block s7 for this calculation to avoid a potential confound by an increase of RT in block r6 due to fatigue. On day 2, the median RT of the respective sequence block was subtracted from the mean of the median RTs of blocks r1, r3, r5, and r7 to calculate the SSL effect (indicating consolidation). To assess the impact of the different feedback/rewards on learning, we performed repeated-measures ANOVAs for both groups separately (within-subject factor reward with three levels: neutral, monetary, and social reward). We used Bonferroni correction for the *post hoc t-*tests between the three reward conditions.

We operationalized motor performance related to monetary and social rewards as the percentage of rewarded trials of each participant in the monetary and the social reward conditions, respectively. A correlation analysis between reward-related motor performance (RMP) and general as well as sequence-specific learning for both groups revealed no significant correlations (all *p* \> 0.1) suggesting that RMP represents not a mere improvement in task performance or motor sequence knowledge. As there is evidence for an association between reward sensitivity and impulsiveness in an event-related potentials (ERP) study ([@B28]), we furthermore examined the association between impulsiveness, according to the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11), and RMP. Specifically in older participants, motor performance related to social reward correlated with impulsiveness (*r* = 0.423; *p* \< 0.05).

Voxel-Based Morphometry {#S2.SS4}
-----------------------

### Image Acquisition {#S2.SS4.SSS1}

Magnetic resonance imaging was conducted on a 3.0 T Trio scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a 12-channel Siemens head coil. The structural T1-weighted magnetisation prepared gradient-echo images were acquired using the following parameters: repetition time (TR) 2250 ms; echo time (TE) 3.03 ms; field of view (FOV) 256 mm; 176 sagittal slices of 1 mm thickness; flip angle = 9°, voxel size 1 × 1 × 1 mm. We screened MR images visually for artefacts and to exclude pathology.

### Image Preprocessing {#S2.SS4.SSS2}

Data were processed and analysed using the Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8; Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, United Kingdom)^[1](#footnote1){ref-type="fn"}^. Subsequently, the VBM8 toolbox (VBM; Structural Brain Mapping Group, Jena, Germany)^[2](#footnote2){ref-type="fn"}^ was employed using the default parameters. Images were first reoriented and aligned to the anterior commissure, followed by segmentation into grey matter (GM), white matter (WM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). The resulting images were normalised to the stereotactic space of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) using the iterative high-dimensional "Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration Through Exponentiated Lie Algebra" (DARTEL) normalisation procedure. As spatial normalisation expands and contracts some brain regions, modulation was performed subsequently. This involves scaling by the amount of concentration so that the total amount of GM in the modulated GM remains the same as it was in the original images. Checking sample homogeneity resulted in the exclusion of one older participant. Modulated GM segments of 30 older and 28 younger participants were then smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with a value of 10-mm full-width as recommended by the VBM8-Toolbox Manual.

### Statistical Analysis of Voxel-Based Morphometry {#S2.SS4.SSS3}

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) was used to examine the neural correlate of RMP and the susceptibility to a given type of feedback during procedural learning at different ages. We, therefore, assessed the relation of these parameters with GMV for both age groups separately. The behavioural data of young and older participants were split into terciles depending on the percentage of rewarded trials (RMP) or the SSL effect (procedural learning) the participants achieved in each reward condition on day 1. Separately for young and older participants, we then compared the GMV of participants in the first tercile (with low RMP, i.e., a low number of rewarded trials) with the GMV of the respective participants in the third tercile (with high RMP, i.e., a high number of rewarded trials). The same was also done for the SSL effects on day 1. Using SPM8, we conducted a two-sample *t*-test with the smoothed GM images to investigate the association of GMV with the participants' behavioural measures.

### Region of Interest Analysis {#S2.SS4.SSS4}

Based on previous studies ([@B35]; [@B21]; [@B25]; [@B42]), we performed a region of interest (ROI) analysis with the following key regions of the reward system ([@B17]): medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC), striatum, amygdala, and nucleus accumbens (NAcc). ROI analyses were performed with the following masks: The ROI for the mOFC (MNI coordinates *x*, *y*, *z* = −6, 36, −15) was defined according to functional imaging data by Lin and colleagues ([@B26]). The ROIs for the NAcc (left NAcc: MNI coordinates *x*, *y*, *z* = −9, 6, −4, right NAcc: *x*, *y*, *z* = 9, 6, −4) were defined according to a stereotactic investigation ([@B31]). The WFU PickAtlas was employed to create the mOFC and NAcc ROIs using a 10 mm sphere around the respective coordinates. The left striatum mask and the bilateral amygdala mask were generated using MRIcron (Version 6) and the SPM anatomy toolbox ([@B12]), respectively (for an overview of all masks see [Supplementary Figure S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The threshold of statistical significance was set to *p*~SVC~ \< 0.05 (i.e., FWE-corrected for small volume).

Results {#S3}
=======

Neuropsychological Assessment {#S3.SS1}
-----------------------------

The two groups showed a significantly different performance in the Corsi block-tapping test \[young subjects: 6.42 ± 1.08 (mean ± SD); older subjects: 4.97 ± 0.74; *t*(66) = 6.373; *p* \< 0.001\]. Neither group showed clinically relevant symptoms of depression in the BDI (cut-off \> 9) (young subjects: 2.24 ± 2.12; older subjects: 3.63 ± 3.05). Moreover, the groups did not differ concerning impulsiveness, according to the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (*t*(64) = 0.274; *p* = 0.785). All older subjects achieved unremarkable scores in the dementia screening test MMSE.

Behavioural Data {#S3.SS2}
----------------

All descriptive statistics are provided as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) unless stated otherwise.

### Error Rates and Mean Reaction Times {#S3.SS2.SSS1}

On both days, there was no significant difference in error rates between groups (day 1: *t*(68) = 1.345; *p* = 0.183; day 2: *t*(68) = 1.286; *p* = 0.203). Moreover, the mean error rates across conditions were \<1% for both groups (young: 0.64 ± 0.07%, older: 0.93 ± 0.16%). Due to this fact, we decided to restrict further analyses to reaction time (RT) data.

As expected, young participants had significantly faster mean RT (396.6 ± 5.9 ms; [Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) than older participants (504.9 ± 13.1 ms; [Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; *t*(68) = 7.670; *p* \< 0.001).

![Average reaction times of the SRT paradigm for each reward condition and both groups on day one. **(A)** Mean reaction time of young (*n* = 36) and **(B)** older (*n* = 34) participants for each condition and block (± SEM) are depicted for all three feedback conditions: neutral feedback (green), social reward (blue), and monetary reward (red). Capital letters identify blocks with feedback, small letters blocks without feedback. S/s identifies blocks with a repetitive sequential pattern, R/r blocks with pseudo-random succession.](fnagi-11-00188-g002){#F2}

### General Learning/Sequence-Specific Learning {#S3.SS2.SSS2}

On day 1, irrespective of reward type, younger participants showed a significant GL (4.7 ± 2.2 ms; *t*(35) = 2.167; *p* \< 0.05) and SSL (13.0 ± 3.0 ms; *t*(35) = 4.443; *p* \< 0.001) effect. On day 2, the significant SSL effect had been retained in the young group (14.5 ± 3.8 ms; *t*(35) = 3.814; *p* \< 0.01). The same applied to the group of older participants (GL on day 1: 10.8 ± 3.8 ms; *t*(33) = 2.815; *p* \< 0.01; SSL on day 1: 15.7 ± 5.3 ms; *t*(33) = 2.990; *p* \< 0.01; SSL on day 2: 10.3 ± 3.5 ms; *t*(33) = 2.968; *p* \< 0.01).

Concerning GL on day 1, neither group showed a differential effect of reward (young: *F*(2,70) = 1.449; *p* = 0.242; older: *F*(2,66) = 1.339; *p* = 0.269).

For SSL on day 1, no significant differential influence of reward type (*F*(2,70) = 2.284; *p* = 0.109) was detected for the young group ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, for the older group there was a significant influence of reward type on SSL on day 1 (*F*(2,66) = 3.409; *p* \< 0.05). *Post hoc* tests revealed a significantly higher SSL effect for social compared to neutral reward (*t*(33) = 2.554; *p* \< 0.05, one-sided, Bonferroni-corrected) and for monetary vs. neutral reward (*t*(33) = 2.242; *p* \< 0.05, one-sided, Bonferroni-corrected). SSL effects for monetary and social rewards on day 1 did not differ significantly in the older group (*t*(33) = 0.247, *p* = 0.8; [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Sequence-specific learning effects of young and older subjects on day 1 and 2. Sequence-specific learning (SSL) effects are calculated by subtracting the mean of the median reaction time (RT) of sequence blocks s5 and s7 from the median RT of the random block r6 (day 1) or subtracting the median RT of the respective sequence block from the mean of the median RT of all random blocks (day 2). SSL effects are depicted for day 1 **(A,B)** and day 2 **(C,D)**, young **(A,C)** and older **(B,D)** participants and all three feedback conditions: neutral feedback (green), social reward (blue), and monetary reward (red). Displayed are the means ± SEM. The asterisks denote significant differences between rewards: ^\*^*p* \< 0.05; ^∗∗^*p* \< 0.01; ^∗∗∗^*p* \< 0.001.](fnagi-11-00188-g003){#F3}

We performed repeated-measures ANOVAs for general learning and sequence-specific learning on day 1 with the within-subject factor order of sequences/rewards and the between-subject factor group to assess potential order effects on the efficiency of the reward conditions. Neither for general learning there was a significant interaction (*F*(2,136) = 0.975, *p* = 0.380) or a significant main effect of order (*F*(2,136) = 0.105, *p* = 0.900), nor for sequence-specific learning (interaction: *F*(2,136) = 1.333, *p* = 0.267; main effect of order: *F*(2,136) = 0.170, *p* = 0.844).

### Reward-Related Motor Performance {#S3.SS2.SSS3}

To analyse the RMP of the participants, we calculated the rate of rewarded trials separately for the three reward conditions on day 1. Repeated-measures ANOVAs with the within-subject factor reward (neutral, monetary, or social reward) and the between-subject factor group revealed significant main effects of reward (*F*(2,136) = 14.703; *p* \< 0.001) and group (*F*(1,68) = 15.803; *p* \< 0.001). The latter resulted from a significantly higher proportion of rewarded trials in young compared to older participants. A comparison of the three reward types using *post hoc t-*tests revealed that the young group showed the highest proportion of rewarded trials in the monetary reward condition (81.0 ± 1.8%; vs. neutral feedback: 71.4 ± 2.5%; *t*(35) = 5.760; *p* \< 0.001, Bonferroni-corrected; vs. social reward: 76.4 ± 2.3%; *t*(35) = 2.495; n. s.), followed by the social reward condition (vs. neutral feedback: *t*(35) = 2.625; *p* \< 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected). The older group presented the same tendency, however, only the proportion of rewarded trials in the monetary reward condition was significantly higher than the one in the neutral feedback condition (monetary: 66.0 ± 2.7%; neutral: 60.1 ± 3.0%; social: 63.4 ± 3.1%; monetary vs. neutral: *t*(33) = 2.575; *p* \< 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected).

### Effects of Age and Reward on Sequence-Specific Learning and Consolidation {#S3.SS2.SSS4}

The effects of the different types of reward on consolidation, operationalized by SSL on day 2, did no longer reach significance in the older participants (*F*(2,66) = 0.428; *p* = 0.654; [Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In the young group, however, the application of reward during the learning phase on day 1 had a differential impact on consolidation on day 2 (*F*(2,70) = 8.122; *p* = 0.001; [Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). One-sided *post hoc t*-tests revealed that consolidation of the motor sequence knowledge learnt under social reward was significantly higher than that associated with neutral feedback (*t*(35) = 3.651; *p* \< 0.01) or monetary reward (*t*(35) = 2.879; *p* \< 0.01). Consolidation of motor sequence knowledge learnt under monetary reward did not differ from consolidation associated with neutral feedback (*t*(35) = 1.105; *p* = 0.139, all Bonferroni-corrected).

To assess potential changes in SSL from day 1 to day 2 and the effects of age and reward thereon, we performed a mixed-design ANOVA with the between-subjects factor group (older vs. young) and the within-subjects factors day (day 1 vs. day 2) and reward (neutral, monetary, or social). There was a significant three-way interaction day × reward × group (*F*(2,136) = 4.717; *p* = 0.010). This interaction was driven by the fact that only in the young group, there was a specific enhancement of the SSL effect from day 1 to day 2 for the sequences learnt under social reward (*t*(35) = 3.270; *p* \< 0.01, Bonferroni-corrected). The main effects of group (*F*(1,68) = 0.025; *p* = 0.874), day (*F*(1,68) = 0.625; *p* = 0.432) and reward (*F*(2,68) = 2.959; *p* = 0.55) as well as all two-way interactions were not significant (*p* \> 0.05).

To elucidate potential causes for the lack of differential effects of reward on consolidation in the older participants, we analysed SSL on day 2 with a different approach. To this end, we used the order of sequences on day 1 (irrespective of the type of reward associated with a given sequence) as the independent variable. Especially in the older group, consolidation critically depended on the order of sequences on day 1 (*F*(2,66) = 6.279; *p* \< 0.01), as SSL for the first sequence learnt was significantly larger than SSL for the third sequence (one-sided *post hoc t*-test: *t*(33) = 2.914; *p* \< 0.01, Bonferroni-corrected, see [Supplementary Figure S2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, no main effect of sequence order was present in the young group (F(2,70) = 1.744; *p* = 0.182).

### Explicit Motor Sequence Knowledge {#S3.SS2.SSS5}

The groups did not differ regarding the maximum number of correctly reproduced elements of the sequence in a row (*t*(66) = 0.100; *p* = 0.921), with a mean of 4.5 elements in each group (young group: SD 1.3, older group: SD 1.2). To assess a potential association between explicit motor sequence knowledge and SSL (on day 1), we performed a correlation analysis between the individual maximum number of correctly reproduced elements of the sequence in a row and the individual SSL. Only for the SSL in the neutral feedback condition, there was a significant, but negative correlation in the older group (*r* = −0.353; *p* \< 0.05) indicating that the SSL of older subjects in the neutral feedback condition was lower when they achieved more explicit motor sequence knowledge. All other associations were not significant. Despite the notion that explicit motor sequence knowledge is an essential factor for motor/procedural learning ([@B18]; [@B55]), the data suggest that there was no relevant association between explicit motor sequence knowledge and SSL on day 1 in the current study.

Voxel-Based Morphometry {#S3.SS3}
-----------------------

The analysis of the structural correlates of motor performance related to social and monetary reward revealed that better motor performance related to monetary reward was associated with more GMV in the left putamen of young subjects (*p*~SVC~ \< 0.05). In contrast, better motor performance related to social reward correlated with a larger GMV in the mOFC of older subjects (*p*~SVC~ \< 0.05; all small volume-corrected with FWE-correction; see [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). For the younger group, this corresponded behaviourally to a difference in rewarded trials under the monetary reward of 70.2 ± 2.5 vs. to 93.3 ± 1.1%. For the older group, the difference in rewarded trials under the social reward was 43.4 ± 2.1 vs. 81.8 ± 1.6%.

![Region of interest (ROI) analysis of grey matter volume (GMV) differences between subjects grouped according to their reward-related motor performance (operationalized as the percentage of rewarded trials; third vs. first tercile). **(A)** Motor performance related to monetary reward (red) in young participants: left striatum (putamen). **(B)** Motor performance related to social reward (blue) in older participants: medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC). Displayed voxels survive FWE-correction within the ROIs (all *p*~SVC~ \< 0.05). All images are displayed on coronal **(A)** and sagittal **(B)** slices of the standard brain provided by MRIcron in neurological convention. *x*- and *y*-coordinates refer to the MNI-space (SVC, small volume corrected).](fnagi-11-00188-g004){#F4}

###### 

Brain regions showing larger grey matter volumes associated with motor performance related to monetary/social reward and procedural learning.

  **Brain region**                                                                    **Hemisphere**   **MNI coordinates**                     
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- --------------------- ---- ----- ------ ----
  **Motor performance related to monetary reward -- younger participants**                                                                     
  Striatum                                                                            Left             −18                   17   −9    3.48   40
  **Motor performance related to social reward -- older participants**                                                                         
  mOFC                                                                                                  0                    44   −17   3.14   1
  **Sequence-specific learning on day 1-- monetary reward -- younger participants**                                                            
  Striatum                                                                            Left             −26                   15   −6    3.61   23
                                                                                                       −26                   3    −12   3.56   22
                                                                                                       −6                    8    −8    3.47   13
  NAcc                                                                                Left             −2                    6    −5    4.01   99
                                                                                      Right             3                    6    −5    3.79   15
  Amygdala                                                                            Left             −26                   0    −14   3.59   62
                                                                                      Right            29                    0    −12   4.33   82

The coordinates in MNI space refer to the voxel with the highest grey matter volume within the regions of interest \[

x

= distance (mm) to right (+) or left (−) of the midsagittal plane;

y

= distance anterior (+) or posterior (−) to vertical plane through the anterior commissure;

z

= distance above (+) or below (−) the intercommissural (AC--PC) plane; mOFC, medial orbitofrontal cortex; NAcc, nucleus accumbens\].

\*

Note that this refers to the size of the overlap between ROI mask and VBM cluster.

Regarding procedural learning in young subjects, an association between a better SSL effect on day 1 under monetary reward and a larger GMV in the left striatum (*p*~SVC~ \< 0.05) as well as Ncl. accumbens and amygdala bilaterally (*p*~SVC~ \< 0.05; all small volume-corrected with FWE-correction; [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) was observed. For the younger group, this corresponded behaviourally to a difference in SSL under the monetary reward of −9.9 ± 16.8 vs. to 33.9 ± 12 ms.

All other VBM analyses revealed no significant results.

Discussion {#S4}
==========

Our study is -- to the best of our knowledge -- the first to assess the impact of social and monetary reward on the learning and consolidation of motor sequence knowledge in two different age groups. Moreover, the current VBM analyses revealed structural differences in critical regions of the reward system associated with motor performance related to social reward in the older participants as well as with motor performance related to monetary reward and procedural learning in young subjects.

Consistent with previous studies examining age effects on SRT task performance that found similar procedural learning capabilities in younger and older subjects ([@B19], [@B20]), younger and older subjects showed significant motor sequence learning on day 1 and consolidation of learnt motor sequence knowledge on day 2, irrespective of reward type in the current study. In the older group, social and monetary reward (compared to neutral feedback) enhanced procedural learning on day 1. In contrast, no differential impact of the applied rewards (relative to neutral feedback) on procedural learning was detected in the young group on day 1. The socioemotional selectivity theory provides a possible explanation for the differential effect of both rewards on procedural learning in young and older participants. This theory describes a shift of motivational aspects in aging with a preference for goals that can be realised shortly, as the time available is perceived as limited ([@B4]). This effect might contribute to the result that the older participants were particularly susceptible to immediately available rewards, like receiving money or positive social feedback.

However, social reward led to better consolidation in the young subjects on day 2 (even surpassing monetary reward). Note that no reward/feedback was given during the retrieval session on day 2. These findings are consistent with data providing evidence for an enhancement of consolidation by social reward in healthy young subjects ([@B52]). Furthermore, the fact that social reward was the only condition where young subjects even improved from day 1 to day 2 adds further evidence to the relevance of social reward for consolidation in the young. Conversely, despite the older subject's higher RMP for both reward types on day 1, the older participants showed no reward-related enhancement of consolidation. A possible explanation for this result might be derived from the effect of the order of sequences learnt on day 1 on consolidation on day 2 (section Effects of Age and Reward on Sequence-Specific Learning and Consolidation and [Supplementary Figure S2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast to the younger participants, consolidation critically depended on the sequence order in the older participants. Given that we applied the three reward conditions in a within-subject design, it seems that the older participants were particularly prone to between-sequence interference in the process of consolidating the motor sequence knowledge. Although the order of reward types was counterbalanced across subjects, this interference might have counteracted a differential effect of reward on consolidation. In contrast, in the younger subjects consolidation of motor sequence knowledge was not significantly influenced by the order of sequences learnt on day 1. Besides this factor, the number of trials might have sufficed to evoke differential reward effects only in young but not in older subjects, given that the connection between reward and the particular sequence had been established in only 135 trials on day 1.

Studies investigating the effects of aging on motor performance reported a specific deterioration of consolidation in older subjects ([@B3]; [@B30]). Neuroimaging research suggests that this deterioration results from deficient corticostriatal networks ([@B24]). In contrast, our data did not show a general impairment of consolidation with age, since the current older subjects exhibited -- irrespective of reward type -- a significant SSL on day 2 indicating proper consolidation of the learnt motor sequence knowledge. Given the previous findings, the most parsimonious explanation of our data is that reward -- or in our case, even the application of neutral feedback -- can be used to counteract this previously described impaired consolidation of motor sequence knowledge with age. Future studies are warranted to investigate whether this effect, for example, results from enhancing corticostriatal connectivity ([@B44]).

VBM revealed that RMP was differentially associated with increased GMV in two main regions of the reward system: whereas motor performance related to monetary reward was associated with increased GMV in the striatum of the young, motor performance related to social reward correlated with increased GMV in the mOFC of older subjects. The lack of a significant correlation between RMP and SSL or GL measures indicates that this parameter does not merely reflect a general ability to improve performance. Thus, the current results add to previous evidence for an association between personality traits and brain structure ([@B22]; [@B14]; [@B48]; [@B2]). Specifically, Lebreton and colleagues have already described an association between GMV in the orbitofrontal cortex and social reward dependence as assessed by Cloninger's temperament and character inventory in young subjects aged 33--35 years ([@B25]). Our study extends these findings by revealing a similar structural disposition to social reward for older subjects (aged 54--81 years). The association between motor performance related to monetary reward and GMV in the striatum of the current young subjects is in line with fMRI studies showing enhanced activation in the striatum following monetary reward ([@B8], [@B9]; [@B56]). Besides, a study by Martin and Potts revealed an increased reward sensitivity in highly impulsive subjects ([@B28]). Notably, unlike in our study, their concept of reward sensitivity was operationalized by a specific component of event-related potentials and not by performance in a motor task. However, these findings are consistent with the significant correlation between impulsiveness and motor performance related to social reward in the current older subjects and additionally validates our operationalization of the parameter. These results further support the construct of reward sensitivity according to Gray's biopsychological theory of personality, which postulates that the behavioural activation system (BAS) regulates reward sensitivity ([@B15]; [@B16]). Accordingly, studies revealed an association of the BAS scale and an activation of the striatum when receiving monetary reward ([@B49]) as well as an association between sensitivity to rewards (e.g., money and social standing) and activations in the striatum and medial prefrontal cortex ([@B27]).

The activity in the retention interval, the length of the interval, and the daytime of testing represent critical factors for consolidation ([@B6]). In the current study, we controlled for the daytime of testing on both days of the experiment and advised participants to maintain their normal sleep-wake rhythm. We did not control for measures of sleep quality and other activity during the test-retest-interval. This may limit the interpretation of the current results regarding consolidation. Future studies are warranted that control for this issue.

In conclusion, our data revealed age-dependent differential effects of social reward on motor performance: whereas social (and monetary) reward especially improved motor sequence learning in older participants, the consolidation of motor sequence knowledge was improved by social reward in young subjects only. These differential effects of social reward (on consolidation) in young and of both social and monetary reward (on procedural learning) in older subjects point to the potential benefit of rewards for interventions counteracting aging- or disease-related motor deficits, an issue which warrants further investigation.
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###### 

Masks for the region of interest (ROI) analysis of voxel-based morphometry (VBM) data. **(A)** Amygdala \[provided by the SPM anatomy toolbox ([@B12])\]. **(B)** left Striatum \[generated manually with MRIcron (Version 6)\]. **(C)** medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC) \[defined according to functional imaging data ([@B26])\]. **(D)** Nucleus accumbens (NAcc) \[defined according to a stereotactic investigation ([@B31])\]. The masks are displayed on axial **(A--C)** and sagittal **(D)** slices of the standard brain provided by MRIcron. *x*- and *z*-coordinates refer to the MNI-space.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Sequence-specific learning (SSL) effects of both groups on day 2 depending on the order of sequences learnt on day 1. Sequence-specific learning (SSL) effects for day 2 are calculated by subtracting the median reaction time (RT) of the respective sequence block from the mean of the median reaction times (RT) of all random blocks (r1, r3, r5, r7). SSL effects on day 2 are depicted for young **(A)** and older **(B)** participants depending on the order in which the sequences had been learnt on day 1. Depicted are the means ± standard error of the mean (^∗∗^*p* \< 0.01).

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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